As the core issue for Digital Surface Model (DSM) generation, image matching is often implemented in photo space to get disparity or depth map. However, DSM is generated in object space with additional processes such as reference image selection, disparity maps fusion or depth maps merging, and interpolation. This difference between photo space and object space leads to process complexity and computation redundancy. We propose a direct DSM generation approach called the semi-global vertical line locus matching (SGVLL), to generate DSM with dense matching in the object space directly. First, we designed a cost function, robust to the pre-set elevation step and projection distortion, and detected occlusion during cost calculation to achieve a sound photo-consistency measurement. Then, we proposed an improved semi-global cost aggregation with guidance of true-orthophoto to obtain superior results at weak texture regions and slanted planes. The proposed method achieves performance very close to the state-of-the-art with less time consumption, which was experimentally evaluated and verified using nadir aerial images and reference data.
Introduction

Background and Related Works
Automatic DSM generation through dense image matching is a challenging task and has been studied for decades. Many image matching algorithms have been proposed, which can be classified into two categories with respect to the number of processing images: binocular stereo matching and multi-view stereo matching.
Binocular stereo matching is processed in the photo space, usually with two rectified images (epipolar images) as the input, and generates the disparity map of the reference image. Binocular stereo matching is intrinsically constrained with geometric projection due to the usage of rectified images which simplifies the matching task to a two frame correspondence and inspires a large number of algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Generally, binocular stereo matching consists of four steps [1] : cost calculation, cost aggregation, disparity optimization, and refinement. Cost calculation has essential effect on the result and has attracted a lot of researches [7] for decades. However, most of the researches focus on the cost aggregation and disparity optimization in recent years. According to the disparity optimization, local or non-local methods [2] [3] [4] [5] 8, 9] , which employ the cost aggregation followed by the "Winner Takes All" principle, and global methods [6, 10] , which tend to use the pixel-wise or object-wise cost function optimized by minimization of an energy function in the Markov Random Field (MRF) have been developed. However, most of state-of-the-art methods suffer common difficulties in certain
The Proposed Approach
We think the workflow of DSM generation can be simplified, so we reconsider the issue of DSM generation and focus on how to directly extract an accurate DSM with dense image matching in this paper.
DSM is actually 2.5D, thus there is a strong XY constraint for DSM generation. In other words, only Z is to be estimated with given X, Y. Hence, the generation of a DSM assigns elevation to each of the 2D planar grid points and the elevation of a grid point could be calculated by selecting the best photo-consistency of the visible images ( Figure 1 ). This method is called the vertical line locus method (VLL) in photogrammetry [25] . However, the traditional VLL [25, 26] is usually implemented with simple local window based method which tends to fail at regions with discontinuities, weak or repetitive texture, etc. In fact, photo-consistency could be evaluated by a 3D volume in the object space in order to get a robust photo-consistency measure and the surface can be extracted with non-local optimization in a 2D frame to get a smooth 2.5D DSM while keeping the discontinuities. Generation of DSM assigns elevation to each 2D planar grid point and the elevation of a grid point could be calculated as follows. Given elevation range and step, grid point P can get a photo-consistency (negatively correlated to matching cost) for each elevation level with all the visible projected points on the images, such as p0, p1 and p2. The elevation for P will be achieved by the level which has the best photo-consistency (the lowest matching cost).
We propose a novel DSM generation method, called the semi-global vertical line locus matching (SGVLL), which is very different from the current standard workflow to generate a DSM. Basically, the proposed method is an improved version of standard VLL method. Our contribution includes two aspects: (1) A novel workflow for DSM generation is proposed. Compared with the workflow of DSM generation through image matching in the photo space, this one is equivalently robust but much simpler, thus reduces computation redundancy significantly. (2) Improvements including elevationstep-robust cost calculation with handling occlusion and an improved semi-global aggregation with guidance of true-orthophoto, promote the VLL method to be a practical and promising method for DSM generation.
Method
A flowchart of the proposed method is presented in Figure 2 . The input data for SGVLL is a set of calibrated images while the output is a DSM. SGVLL method has three stages: (1) initial matching; (2) comprehensive matching; and (3) refinement. For the first stage, a robust cost function is calculated with vertical line locus in the object space, achieving a 3D cost matrix which is then semiglobally aggregated in order to generate an initial DSM with the "winner takes all" (WTA) principle. The second stage is comprehensive matching which is the main process of SGVLL. Specifically, the initial DSM is employed to obtain occlusion masks as well as a true-orthophoto. The former is used in cost function to improve photo-consistency measure while the latter is used to guide the semiglobal aggregation of the cost matrix, and then WTA principle is employed again to generate a superior DSM. Finally, refinement is used to generate the final DSM with regarding the previous DSM as a 2D float image in the last stage. Generation of DSM assigns elevation to each 2D planar grid point and the elevation of a grid point could be calculated as follows. Given elevation range and step, grid point P can get a photo-consistency (negatively correlated to matching cost) for each elevation level with all the visible projected points on the images, such as p0, p1 and p2. The elevation for P will be achieved by the level which has the best photo-consistency (the lowest matching cost).
We propose a novel DSM generation method, called the semi-global vertical line locus matching (SGVLL), which is very different from the current standard workflow to generate a DSM. Basically, the proposed method is an improved version of standard VLL method. Our contribution includes two aspects: (1) A novel workflow for DSM generation is proposed. Compared with the workflow of DSM generation through image matching in the photo space, this one is equivalently robust but much simpler, thus reduces computation redundancy significantly. (2) Improvements including elevation-step-robust cost calculation with handling occlusion and an improved semi-global aggregation with guidance of true-orthophoto, promote the VLL method to be a practical and promising method for DSM generation.
A flowchart of the proposed method is presented in Figure 2 . The input data for SGVLL is a set of calibrated images while the output is a DSM. SGVLL method has three stages: (1) initial matching; (2) comprehensive matching; and (3) refinement. For the first stage, a robust cost function is calculated with vertical line locus in the object space, achieving a 3D cost matrix which is then semi-globally aggregated in order to generate an initial DSM with the "winner takes all" (WTA) principle. The second stage is comprehensive matching which is the main process of SGVLL. Specifically, the initial DSM is employed to obtain occlusion masks as well as a true-orthophoto. The former is used in cost function to improve photo-consistency measure while the latter is used to guide the semi-global aggregation of the cost matrix, and then WTA principle is employed again to generate a superior DSM. Finally, refinement is used to generate the final DSM with regarding the previous DSM as a 2D float image in the last stage. 
Elevation-Step-Robust Cost Calculation with Vertical Line Locus
Candidate elevations are given within an elevation range with an elevation step (∆Z, the same below) in VLL method for DSM generation (Figure 1 ). The elevation step determines how many elevation candidates need to be calculated. The VLL method uses a pre-set fixed step (empirically the ground sampling distance (GSD)), resulting in a poor performance because the small step leads to heavy computation, while the large step leads to a coarse discretization which might discard the projected points on the images of the correct Z value.
Actually, if the projected length of ∆Z on the image is less than one pixel, no correct candidate elevation would be missed. Every pixel in photo space strictly has different GSD due to perspective projection, and every grid point in objet space should have adaptive step to hold a pixel-wise or subpixel cost function. Thus, we propose a cost calculation method which is robust to ∆Z for VLL matching. A similar method which is called the point-wise correlation, has been proposed in [27] . In that paper, however, the details about how to calculate ∆Z was not illustrated and the method was different from the vertical line locus method discussed in this paper because points were not selected along the vertical line.
The proposed method consists of three steps: calculation of ∆Z corresponding to one pixel, calculation of cost function, and normalization of cost function. For the first step, given a grid point P(X, Y) and its possible elevation range (Zmin, Zmax), ∆Z corresponding to one pixel in photo space will be computed ( Figure 3) . Specifically, project the vertical line (from P′(X, Y, Zmin) to P″(X, Y, Zmax)) to all the visible images, thus a locus is generated on each image. Due to perspective projection model, the vertical line locus is a straight line. Then, the minimum pixel-wise backprojected distance of the longest locus will be utilized to calculate ∆Z. According to the theory of cross ratio invariance to perspective projection [28] , the minimum pixel-wise projected distance of a locus must be located at P″(X, Y, Zmax). Therefore, the back-projected distance of the pixel projected from P″(X, Y, Zmax) is the minimum elevation step for P which would be utilized as ∆Z. 
Actually, if the projected length of ∆Z on the image is less than one pixel, no correct candidate elevation would be missed. Every pixel in photo space strictly has different GSD due to perspective projection, and every grid point in objet space should have adaptive step to hold a pixel-wise or sub-pixel cost function. Thus, we propose a cost calculation method which is robust to ∆Z for VLL matching. A similar method which is called the point-wise correlation, has been proposed in [27] . In that paper, however, the details about how to calculate ∆Z was not illustrated and the method was different from the vertical line locus method discussed in this paper because points were not selected along the vertical line.
The proposed method consists of three steps: calculation of ∆Z corresponding to one pixel, calculation of cost function, and normalization of cost function. For the first step, given a grid point P(X, Y) and its possible elevation range (Zmin, Zmax), ∆Z corresponding to one pixel in photo space will be computed ( Figure 3) . Specifically, project the vertical line (from P (X, Y, Zmin) to P (X, Y, Zmax)) to all the visible images, thus a locus is generated on each image. Due to perspective projection model, the vertical line locus is a straight line. Then, the minimum pixel-wise back-projected distance of the longest locus will be utilized to calculate ∆Z. According to the theory of cross ratio invariance to perspective projection [28] , the minimum pixel-wise projected distance of a locus must be located at P (X, Y, Zmax). Therefore, the back-projected distance of the pixel projected from P (X, Y, Zmax) is the minimum elevation step for P which would be utilized as ∆Z. Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 214 5 of 20
Step of Z in object space (ΔZ) one pixel in photo space Image1 Image0 In detail, as Figure 4 shows, suppose Zr is a point along the vertical line in the object space and r is the projected points of Zr in the photo space. According to the theory of cross ratio invariance, the elevation step can be computed with Equation (1):
In Equation (1), is the cross ratio of (Zmin, Zp, Zmax, Zr), and and are the ratio of projected point p and r, respectively to the locus on the image. For example, if the pixels number of the locus is N, then = . Note that is implicitly independent with Zr because the cross ratio is a projective invariant which intrinsically eliminates Zr with its projected point r. Therefore Zr can be arbitrary and we set = + 2( − ). Robust cost calculation of grid point P with vertical line locus. This figure shows how to obtain the elevation step in object space corresponding to one pixel in photo space. Specifically, given a grid point P(X, Y) and its possible elevation range (Zmin, Zmax), firstly we project the vertical line (from P (X, Y, Zmin) to P (X, Y, Zmax)) to all the visible images, thus a locus is generated on each image. Secondly, the minimum pixel-wise back-projected distance of the longest locus (l2) is used as the elevation step which is located at P (X, Y, Zmax).
In detail, as Figure 4 shows, suppose Zr is a point along the vertical line in the object space and r is the projected points of Zr in the photo space. According to the theory of cross ratio invariance, the elevation step can be computed with Equation (1):
In Equation (1), γ is the cross ratio of (Zmin, Zp, Zmax, Zr), and λ p and λ r are the ratio of projected point p and r, respectively to the locus on the image. For example, if the pixels number of the locus is N, then λ p = 1 N . Note that ∆Z is implicitly independent with Zr because the cross ratio is a projective invariant which intrinsically eliminates Zr with its projected point r. Therefore Zr can be arbitrary and we set Z r = Z min + 2(Z max − Z min ). For the second step, cost of each grid point P(X, Y) is calculated with the following three steps in order to be robust to projection distortion. First, an image with the shortest locus is chosen as the reference image of P. Second, P is projected to the reference image by its object-space coordinate (X, Y) and candidate elevation and a rectangular window (window size is 5 × 5 in this paper) is obtained. The window is then back-projected to the object space, which is further projected to other input images. Third, matching cost of P is given by the average of the zero-mean normalized correlation coefficients (ZNCC) between the reference window and all other windows. Therefore, given a candidate elevation of P, = + * ∆ , the matching cost ( , ) or (P, ) is calculated with Equation (2).
where N is the number of the visible images, ( , ) denotes the zero-mean normalized correlation coefficient of P between the reference image and the i-th image at the elevation (also the elevation level ).
For the last step, normalization of cost function is conducted because grid points have various elevation steps, which lead to different cost vector levels of each grid point ( Figure 5 ). If the step is larger than the pre-set value, the latter will be used to calculate the normalized cost vector for the grid point. If not, the calculated cost vector will be firstly min-convoluted [29, 30] with a robust function (Equation (3)) and then down-sampled to a normalized cost vector with the pre-set step. The result of min-convolution is the lower envelop of functions by rooting the robust function at all the other levels.
In Equation (3), C(P, ) is the cost of the grid point P at the elevation level . Calculation of the minimum pixel-wise back-projected distance according to cross ratio projective invariance theory. The elevation range is from Zmin to Zmax; Zr is a point along the vertical line in the object space and r is the projected points of Zr in the photo space; p is a pixel-wise point and the minimal pixel-wise back-projected distance is ∆Z = Zmax-Zp.
For the second step, cost of each grid point P(X, Y) is calculated with the following three steps in order to be robust to projection distortion. First, an image with the shortest locus is chosen as the reference image of P. Second, P is projected to the reference image by its object-space coordinate (X, Y) and candidate elevation and a rectangular window (window size is 5 × 5 in this paper) is obtained. The window is then back-projected to the object space, which is further projected to other input images. Third, matching cost of P is given by the average of the zero-mean normalized correlation coefficients (ZNCC) between the reference window and all other windows. Therefore, given a candidate elevation of P, Z P = Z min + L p * ∆Z, the matching cost C(P, Z P ) or C(P, L P ) is calculated with Equation (2).
where N is the number of the visible images, ZNCC i (P, Z P ) denotes the zero-mean normalized correlation coefficient of P between the reference image and the i-th image at the elevation Z P (also the elevation level L P ). For the last step, normalization of cost function is conducted because grid points have various elevation steps, which lead to different cost vector levels of each grid point ( Figure 5 ). If the step is larger than the pre-set value, the latter will be used to calculate the normalized cost vector for the grid point. If not, the calculated cost vector will be firstly min-convoluted [29, 30] with a robust function (Equation (3)) and then down-sampled to a normalized cost vector with the pre-set step. The result of min-convolution is the lower envelop of functions by rooting the robust function at all the other levels.
In Equation (3), C(P, L P ) is the cost of the grid point P at the elevation level L P .
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Initial DSM Generation with Semi-Global Aggregation
Semi-global cost aggregation is originally used in binocular stereo matching [2] . The semi-global aggregation function is given by 1-D energy function with piecewise smooth constraint. As shown in Figure 6 , pixel-wise cost is aggregated for each pixel from at least eight directions independently. Then, optimal disparity of each point is obtained by the WTA principle. We replace the disparity in binocular stereo matching with the elevation level in the energy function, and then employ the semi-global aggregation and WTA to extract an initial DSM from the cost matrix in the object space. Specifically, the energy function is Equation (4) which depends on the elevation label field L.
where Q is the neighborhood point of P, and P1 and P2 are constants, which are the penalties for level change. Finally, the optimal elevation level of P is assigned by the WTA principle, with which the elevation can be estimated with Equation (5).
= ∆ * argmin ( , ) + (5) Figure 5 . Normalization of the cost function which has a smaller step than the pre-set value.
Semi-global cost aggregation is originally used in binocular stereo matching [2] . The semi-global aggregation function is given by 1-D energy function with piecewise smooth constraint. As shown in Figure 6 , pixel-wise cost is aggregated for each pixel from at least eight directions independently. Then, optimal disparity of each point is obtained by the WTA principle. 
= ∆ * argmin ( , ) + (5) Figure 6 . Semi-global aggregation.
We replace the disparity in binocular stereo matching with the elevation level in the energy function, and then employ the semi-global aggregation and WTA to extract an initial DSM from the cost matrix in the object space. Specifically, the energy function is Equation (4) which depends on the elevation label field L.
where Q is the neighborhood point of P, and P 1 and P 2 are constants, which are the penalties for level change. Finally, the optimal elevation level of P is assigned by the WTA principle, with which the elevation Z P can be estimated with Equation (5).
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Cost Function Calculation with Handling Occlusion
The DSM generated with the above steps would be smooth with edge reserved. However, mismatching remarkably appears around high buildings due to occlusion (Figure 7 ). Such problem can be solved by taking visibility into consideration during cost calculation.
(a) (b) Figure 7 . DSM and matching cost map without handling occlusion: (a) DSM with high buildings where the elevation from large to small is render from red to blue; and (b) matching cost map where the matching cost from high to low is rendered from red to blue.
Occlusion is one of the key reasons of poor matching results. Basically, there are two types of methods that could be used to solve this problem: the first is outlier-based approaches which regard occlusion as outliers and employ robust photo-consistency calculating methods, such as shiftable windows, sum of normalized cross-correlation (SNCC), etc. [16, 31] . The second is geometric approaches, which explicitly detect occlusion and predict visibility in order to improve photoconsistency measure [17, 32] . The first type is simple, but has relatively poor result. The second type is relatively complex, but holds better performance, which is chosen in our method.
Angle based spiral sweep method [33] is employed to detect occlusion with the initial DSM. By projecting grid points to all the images, an occlusion mask which encodes the visibility of grid points, is generated for each image. Cost matrix will be calculated again with occlusion masks in "comprehensive matching" stage ( Figure 2 ). According to Equation (2), if a grid point is occluded on an image, this image would be neglected when calculating the matching cost of a grid point. If the number of visible images for a grid point is less than 2, the grid point will be regarded as invisible point and neglected in the sequent processes. Although the initial DSM is not quite accurate, which causes inaccuracy in the occlusion mask, it can still eliminate most mismatches. The small amount of remaining errors can be removed by semi-global aggregation.
Improved Semi-Global Aggregation with Guidance of True-orthophoto
Semi-global aggregation works successfully at texture abundant regions which would generate smooth and edge preserved DSM. However, it tends to fail at weak texture regions, especially at slanted planes with weak texture. In order to improve matching results at weak texture regions, more prior knowledge should be used, such as gradient of intensity, segmentation of image, an initial DSM, etc. In fact, many binocular stereo matching algorithms using image guided aggregation have been developed. For example, SGM [2] uses an adaptive P2 calculated with the gradient of intensity at the local pixel; cost filtering method [9] uses the image based filter kernel to guide the filtering of cost volume; and MST method [4] constructs the minimum spanning tree on the image, according to which cost is aggregated.
Inspired by the above methods, we employ the image guided aggregation in this paper. However, there is no reference image for the object-space based cost matrix. Therefore, we propose the true-orthophoto guided aggregation method, which generates a true-orthophoto [33] to guide the aggregation of the cost matrix. Note that the true-orthophoto has the same GSD with the initial DSM. Occlusion is one of the key reasons of poor matching results. Basically, there are two types of methods that could be used to solve this problem: the first is outlier-based approaches which regard occlusion as outliers and employ robust photo-consistency calculating methods, such as shiftable windows, sum of normalized cross-correlation (SNCC), etc. [16, 31] . The second is geometric approaches, which explicitly detect occlusion and predict visibility in order to improve photo-consistency measure [17, 32] . The first type is simple, but has relatively poor result. The second type is relatively complex, but holds better performance, which is chosen in our method.
Inspired by the above methods, we employ the image guided aggregation in this paper. However, there is no reference image for the object-space based cost matrix. Therefore, we propose the true-orthophoto guided aggregation method, which generates a true-orthophoto [33] to guide the aggregation of the cost matrix. Note that the true-orthophoto has the same GSD with the initial DSM. Before the guidance, the true-orthophoto is preprocessed as follows: First, those grid points with high cost will get invalid values on the true-orthophoto. The cost threshold T_c for processing is 0.95 in this paper. Second, the true-orthophoto is filtered by a median filter. Median filter window size is 3 × 3 in this paper.
The true-orthophoto guided aggregation is as follows: First, the true-orthophoto is segmented by region growing algorithm, and each pixel p is assigned a segmentation label S p . Second, segmented pieces with large pixel count (threshold of pixel count T_seg is 100 in this paper) are regarded as weak texture regions. Pixels belonging to these pieces would be labeled with positive number, whereas other pieces would be labeled as −1. Note that the pixels with invalid value would also be labelled as −1. An adaptive smoothness constraint is then used on these labeled pixels during the true-orthophoto guided cost aggregation.
Meanwhile, as shown in Equation (4), the smoothness constraint is actually a horizontal constraint. The above adaptive smoothness constraint might result in fronto-parallel bias at slanted planes with weak texture. To avoid this problem, a factor derived from the initial DSM is added in the energy function. Therefore, the final energy function for the improved cost aggregation is as follows:
In Equation (6), L P and L Q are labels on initial DSM corresponding to the grid points P and Q, respectively. τ is a constant for controlling the slope consistency with the initial DSM. ρ is the new penalty in place of P 2 of Equation (4). p and q are pixels on the true-orthophoto corresponding to the grid points P and Q, respectively. S p and S q are segment flags of p and q, respectively. Note that P 3 must be larger than P 2 in order to encourage stronger smoothness at weak texture regions.
Compared with Equation (4), which is used in standard cost aggregation, Equation (6) uses a larger penalty at weak texture regions and it will improve the matching results at regions with weak texture. Besides, Equation (6) transforms the horizontal smoothness into overall smoothness according to the initial DSM, which can remove fronto-parallel bias of slanted planes effectively. Actually, Equation (4) is a special case of Equation (6) with setting ∆L = 0 and ρ = P 2 .
The differences between standard aggregation and improved aggregation are illustrated in Figure 8 . As mentioned in Section 2.2, pixel-wise cost is aggregated for each pixel from at least eight directions independently. Figure 8 shows an aggregation path, along which cost of the current label at p is being aggregated. The standard aggregation uses horizontal smoothness without considering weak texture. The improved aggregation adopts the smoothness constraint according to initial DSM and uses adaptive penalties according to the segmentation flag map derived from the true-orthophoto.
At last, it can be seen that the new energy function would be affected by mistakes in the initial DSM and true-orthophoto in terms of ∆L and ρ. The influence of the initial DSM on ∆L can be well controlled by using a small τ, such as 3 in this paper. Regarding ρ, the influence of the mistakes in the true-orthophoto is very limited because only the weak texture regions of true-orthophoto are detected and used to improve the results, and these regions tend to have few mistakes after preprocessing of the true-orthophoto. (4)) and improved aggregation (Equation (6)). p-1 represents the previous point of p along the current aggregation direction.
Refinement of the DSM
Finally, the generated DSM needs to be refined because it inevitably has outliers and its elevation value is coarse due to previous discretization. First, the DSM is regarded as a 2D float image and filtered with a median filter. Then, parabola interpolation [34] is used to refine the elevation of each point independently. Parabola interpolation is conducted by fitting a parabola curve using the aggregated cost of optimal elevation level and its left and right side elevation levels. The sub-level (l*) corresponding to the extreme of the parabola curve is taken as the final elevation level, with which the final elevation is achieved (Equation (7)). * = − 0.5 − − + − = ∆ * * +
where c0, c1, and c2 are aggregated cost for level , − 1, and + 1, respectively; c* is the minimal cost interpolated from parabola curve; and * is the sub-level corresponding to c*.
Results
Data and Methods
The main experimental data was 28 nadir images of SWDC-5, which covered about 1 km 2 area within Wuhan University, China (Figure 9 ). SWDC-5 is an oblique aerial camera system produced by GEO-VISION Co., Ltd., China. The nadir camera has 8176 × 6132 pixels image format and 6 µm physical pixel size. Flying height of this data was 950 m with focal length of 50.698 mm. The GSD of imagery was 0.1 m. A DSM interpolated with LiDAR, which has a GSD of 1m, was given as reference data covering the same geographical area. (4)) and improved aggregation (Equation (6)). p-1 represents the previous point of p along the current aggregation direction.
Refinement of the DSM
Finally, the generated DSM needs to be refined because it inevitably has outliers and its elevation value is coarse due to previous discretization. First, the DSM is regarded as a 2D float image and filtered with a median filter. Then, parabola interpolation [34] is used to refine the elevation of each point independently. Parabola interpolation is conducted by fitting a parabola curve using the aggregated cost of optimal elevation level and its left and right side elevation levels. The sub-level (l*) corresponding to the extreme of the parabola curve is taken as the final elevation level, with which the final elevation is achieved (Equation (7)).
where c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 are aggregated cost for level L P , L P − 1, and L P + 1, respectively; c* is the minimal cost interpolated from parabola curve; and L * P is the sub-level corresponding to c*.
Results
Data and Methods
The main experimental data was 28 nadir images of SWDC-5, which covered about 1 km 2 area within Wuhan University, China (Figure 9 ). SWDC-5 is an oblique aerial camera system produced by GEO-VISION Co., Ltd., China. The nadir camera has 8176 × 6132 pixels image format and 6 µm physical pixel size. Flying height of this data was 950 m with focal length of 50.698 mm. The GSD of imagery was 0.1 m. A DSM interpolated with LiDAR, which has a GSD of 1m, was given as reference data covering the same geographical area. Besides, the dense image matching benchmark provided by the European Spatial Data Research Organization (EuroSDR) was used as supplementary experimental data, which consisted of two testing sites. The first testing site was located at München and covered a built-up urban area. The second testing site was located at Vaihingen/Enz and covered a semi-rural area at undulating terrain. For each testing site, aerial images were used to generate DSMs using eight software packages, from which a median DSM was generated and used as reference data. More details about the benchmark can be found in [35] .
We implemented SGVLL with C++ language and run the program on a PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU. The parameters used in this paper were: = 0.3, = 1.2, = 2.0, = 3, T_seg = 100, and T_c = 0.95. In the following experiments, Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 were designed for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed methods while Section 3.5 was comparative experiment for quality assessment of generated DSMs.
For quality assessment, the DSMs generated by SGVLL were compared with both reference data and the DSMs generated by commercial software SURE. SURE is a state-of-the-art software for DSM generation and 3D reconstruction which was developed by University of Stuttgart, Germany. The core algorithm of SURE is SGM, which produces DSM by interpolating 3D point clouds generated by merging large number of binocular SGM results. The proposed SGVLL was somewhat similar to SGM, but directly conducted in the object space. Therefore, a comparison between SURE and SGVLL was necessary. Before quality assessment, we first generated DSMs with the same GSD as the input images; then the DSMs were resampled in order to keep the same GSD with the reference data.
In the following experiments, some of the figures for showing DSMs (without color bar) used a default color scale which was consistent with reference data (Figure 9b) , and other figures showed DSMs with adaptively scaled color range (with color bars) in order to show more details.
Experiment on Elevation-Step-Robust Cost Calculation
In order to verify the advantage of the proposed elevation-step-robust cost calculation, both traditional method (the cost calculation method of the standard VLL) using GSD as the constant elevation step and proposed method using an adaptive elevation step, were employed to generate DSMs with different GSDs, namely 0.5 m, 5 m, and 10 m. As shown in Figure 10 , the first row is the results of the traditional method, and the second row displays DSMs generated by the proposed method. When the GSD was 0.5 m, both methods achieved good results. When the GSD was 5 m, result of the traditional method degenerated significantly, especially at the high building area at the Besides, the dense image matching benchmark provided by the European Spatial Data Research Organization (EuroSDR) was used as supplementary experimental data, which consisted of two testing sites. The first testing site was located at München and covered a built-up urban area. The second testing site was located at Vaihingen/Enz and covered a semi-rural area at undulating terrain. For each testing site, aerial images were used to generate DSMs using eight software packages, from which a median DSM was generated and used as reference data. More details about the benchmark can be found in [35] .
We implemented SGVLL with C++ language and run the program on a PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU. The parameters used in this paper were: P 1 = 0.3, P 2 = 1.2, P 3 = 2.0, τ = 3, T_seg = 100, and T_c = 0.95. In the following experiments, Sections 3.2-3.4 were designed for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed methods while Section 3.5 was comparative experiment for quality assessment of generated DSMs.
In order to verify the advantage of the proposed elevation-step-robust cost calculation, both traditional method (the cost calculation method of the standard VLL) using GSD as the constant elevation step and proposed method using an adaptive elevation step, were employed to generate DSMs with different GSDs, namely 0.5 m, 5 m, and 10 m. As shown in Figure 10 , the first row is the results of the traditional method, and the second row displays DSMs generated by the proposed method. When the GSD was 0.5 m, both methods achieved good results. When the GSD was 5 m, result of the traditional method degenerated significantly, especially at the high building area at the left bottom of the Figure 10b . When the GSD was 10 m, result of the traditional method was generally wrong, which was not able to depict the terrain surface, while the result of the proposed method was generally correct, though degeneration of details existed.
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Experiment on SGVLL with Handling Occlusion
This section was designed to verify the effectiveness of handling occlusion. Figure 11 denotes the matching cost maps of the DSMs without and with the occlusion detection. It can be seen from Figure 11a that the cost (See Equation (2)) was very high before occlusion detection, especially around high buildings, which indicates there were lots of matching errors. These errors were removed obviously with occlusion detection in Figure 11b . Quantitatively, the very high cost percentage (larger than 0.95) decreased from 4.58% to 2.32% with handling occlusion. 
This section was designed to verify the effectiveness of handling occlusion. Figure 11 denotes the matching cost maps of the DSMs without and with the occlusion detection. It can be seen from Figure 11a that the cost (See Equation (2)) was very high before occlusion detection, especially around high buildings, which indicates there were lots of matching errors. These errors were removed obviously with occlusion detection in Figure 11b . Quantitatively, the very high cost percentage (larger than 0.95) decreased from 4.58% to 2.32% with handling occlusion. Moreover, four subsets of the DSM were selected to denote the effectiveness of occlusion detection in detail. DSMs generated without and with occlusion detection are shown in Figure 12 . It is noteworthy that points with very high matching cost (larger than 0.95) have been removed. It can be seen that the number of points removed from the DSM with occlusion detection was far less than that without occlusion detection. Figure 12 . Subsets of the DSM without (a1-a4) and with handling occlusion(b1-b4). Points with very high matching cost (larger than 0.95) have been removed and depicted with white color.
Experiment on Improved Semi-Global Aggregation
The improved semi-global aggregation was expected to improve the performance at weak texture regions and slanted planes, which was tested in this section.
Firstly, the effect of true-orthophoto guidance on weak texture regions was tested. In Figure 13 , the first and the second columns show the true-orthophotos and segmentation flag maps, respectively. The third column shows the DSMs generated without true-orthophoto guidance on which mismatches tended to happen in weak texture regions, including lake (the first row), swimming pool (the second row) and building roofs (the last two rows). The fourth column shows Moreover, four subsets of the DSM were selected to denote the effectiveness of occlusion detection in detail. DSMs generated without and with occlusion detection are shown in Figure 12 . It is noteworthy that points with very high matching cost (larger than 0.95) have been removed. It can be seen that the number of points removed from the DSM with occlusion detection was far less than that without occlusion detection. Moreover, four subsets of the DSM were selected to denote the effectiveness of occlusion detection in detail. DSMs generated without and with occlusion detection are shown in Figure 12 . It is noteworthy that points with very high matching cost (larger than 0.95) have been removed. It can be seen that the number of points removed from the DSM with occlusion detection was far less than that without occlusion detection. Figure 12 . Subsets of the DSM without (a1-a4) and with handling occlusion(b1-b4). Points with very high matching cost (larger than 0.95) have been removed and depicted with white color.
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Firstly, the effect of true-orthophoto guidance on weak texture regions was tested. In Figure 13 , the first and the second columns show the true-orthophotos and segmentation flag maps, respectively. The third column shows the DSMs generated without true-orthophoto guidance on which mismatches tended to happen in weak texture regions, including lake (the first row), swimming pool (the second row) and building roofs (the last two rows). The fourth column shows the DSMs generated with the true-orthophoto guidance where most of the mismatches have been removed. Secondly, the effect on slanted planes using the improved semi-global aggregation was tested. As shown in Figure 14a -c, the DSMs generated by standard semi-global aggregation described in Section 2.2. It can be seen that all these DSMs had obvious fronto-parallel bias at slanted planes. Figure 14d -f shows the DSMs generated by the improved semi-global aggregation, on which the fronto-parallel bias had been removed. Secondly, the effect on slanted planes using the improved semi-global aggregation was tested. As shown in Figure 14a -c, the DSMs generated by standard semi-global aggregation described in Section 2.2. It can be seen that all these DSMs had obvious fronto-parallel bias at slanted planes. Figure 14d -f shows the DSMs generated by the improved semi-global aggregation, on which the fronto-parallel bias had been removed. Secondly, the effect on slanted planes using the improved semi-global aggregation was tested. As shown in Figure 14a -c, the DSMs generated by standard semi-global aggregation described in Section 2.2. It can be seen that all these DSMs had obvious fronto-parallel bias at slanted planes. Figure 14d -f shows the DSMs generated by the improved semi-global aggregation, on which the fronto-parallel bias had been removed. 
DSM Quality Assessment
Visually comparative experiments were firstly conducted. Figure 15 shows the DSMs of Wuhan University generated by LiDAR, SURE and SGVLL. It seems that SGVLL achieved smoother and slightly better results than SURE. The second row of Figure 15 reveals that result of SGVLL was closer to the DSM generated by LiDAR. Three places of the subset should be noticed. Firstly, DSM of LiDAR was wrong at the lake in the left part of the subset, which was correctly generated by SURE and SGVLL. Secondly, at the middle bottom of the subset where there are big trees and shadows in the images, there are many matching errors on DSM generated by SURE while the DSMs by SGVLL and LiDAR were consistent. Lastly, the playground generated by SGVLL was smoother than that by SURE. The third row depicts the result of DSM at regions with dense buildings, which are difficult for stereo matching mainly because of the hardness of preserving the edges. Both SURE and SGVLL achieved good results at this region. The fourth row shows results of DSM at high build-ups and street regions. Due to projection deformation, occlusion and moving objects, it was the most challenging part in dense image matching. It shows that SURE and SGVLL had similar results, while the result of SGVLL was smoother. 
Visually comparative experiments were firstly conducted. Figure 15 shows the DSMs of Wuhan University generated by LiDAR, SURE and SGVLL. It seems that SGVLL achieved smoother and slightly better results than SURE. The second row of Figure 15 reveals that result of SGVLL was closer to the DSM generated by LiDAR. Three places of the subset should be noticed. Firstly, DSM of LiDAR was wrong at the lake in the left part of the subset, which was correctly generated by SURE and SGVLL. Secondly, at the middle bottom of the subset where there are big trees and shadows in the images, there are many matching errors on DSM generated by SURE while the DSMs by SGVLL and LiDAR were consistent. Lastly, the playground generated by SGVLL was smoother than that by SURE. The third row depicts the result of DSM at regions with dense buildings, which are difficult for stereo matching mainly because of the hardness of preserving the edges. Both SURE and SGVLL achieved good results at this region. The fourth row shows results of DSM at high build-ups and street regions. Due to projection deformation, occlusion and moving objects, it was the most challenging part in dense image matching. It shows that SURE and SGVLL had similar results, while the result of SGVLL was smoother. Figure 16 shows the results on München subset. Generally, SGVLL achieved performance close to SURE. Compared with SURE, the DSM generated by SGVLL was smoother and some details disappeared (red rectangles) but some burrs were removed (yellow rectangles). Figure 17 shows the results on Vaihingen/Enz subset. Generally, SURE and SGVLL achieved similar performance. Compared with SURE, the DSM generated by SGVLL was smoother and some burrs were removed (yellow rectangles). However, as shown in red rectangle, the river had weak textures, where some mistakes happened on the DSM generated by SGVLL. Figure 16 shows the results on München subset. Generally, SGVLL achieved performance close to SURE. Compared with SURE, the DSM generated by SGVLL was smoother and some details disappeared (red rectangles) but some burrs were removed (yellow rectangles). Figure 16 shows the results on München subset. Generally, SGVLL achieved performance close to SURE. Compared with SURE, the DSM generated by SGVLL was smoother and some details disappeared (red rectangles) but some burrs were removed (yellow rectangles). Figure 17 shows the results on Vaihingen/Enz subset. Generally, SURE and SGVLL achieved similar performance. Compared with SURE, the DSM generated by SGVLL was smoother and some burrs were removed (yellow rectangles). However, as shown in red rectangle, the river had weak textures, where some mistakes happened on the DSM generated by SGVLL. Figure 17 shows the results on Vaihingen/Enz subset. Generally, SURE and SGVLL achieved similar performance. Compared with SURE, the DSM generated by SGVLL was smoother and some burrs were removed (yellow rectangles). However, as shown in red rectangle, the river had weak textures, where some mistakes happened on the DSM generated by SGVLL. We conducted quantitative evaluation on generated DSMs against the reference data for all the testing sites. Firstly, the residual errors of generated DSMs against the reference data were collected. It is noteworthy that the residual errors would be calculated with elevations of SURE and SGVLL if both residual errors against reference data were too large (threshold was 10 m in this paper). In this way, some remarkable changes and errors existing in the reference data would not affect the quantitative assessment. Based on the residual errors, three indicators were calculated, namely, root mean square error (RMSE), mean error (ME), and time consumption. The results are shown in Table 1 . Regarding Wuhan University testing, SGVLL outperformed SURE in terms of both RMSE and ME. The results on München and Vaihingen/Enz subsets suggested that SURE had lower RMSEs but slightly higher MEs than SGVLL. For all the testing sites, the time consumption of SGVLL was significantly less than SURE. 
Discussion
Advancements of the Proposed Method
Different with most of photo-space-based DSM generation methods which tend to suffer from process complexity and computation redundancy, this paper introduces a direct DSM generation We conducted quantitative evaluation on generated DSMs against the reference data for all the testing sites. Firstly, the residual errors of generated DSMs against the reference data were collected. It is noteworthy that the residual errors would be calculated with elevations of SURE and SGVLL if both residual errors against reference data were too large (threshold was 10 m in this paper). In this way, some remarkable changes and errors existing in the reference data would not affect the quantitative assessment. Based on the residual errors, three indicators were calculated, namely, root mean square error (RMSE), mean error (ME), and time consumption. The results are shown in Table 1 . Regarding Wuhan University testing, SGVLL outperformed SURE in terms of both RMSE and ME. The results on München and Vaihingen/Enz subsets suggested that SURE had lower RMSEs but slightly higher MEs than SGVLL. For all the testing sites, the time consumption of SGVLL was significantly less than SURE. 4. Discussion
Different with most of photo-space-based DSM generation methods which tend to suffer from process complexity and computation redundancy, this paper introduces a direct DSM generation approach, namely SGVLL, aiming at conducting DSM generation with dense matching in the object space directly.
SGVLL was based on the traditional VLL method [25, 26] but three improvements were performed and verified by experimental results. First, as shown in Section 3.2, we confirm that the elevation-step-robust cost calculation was effective to improve the poor robustness of elevation step in VLL method since the proposed method achieved much better accuracy and robustness than VLL method with respect to the elevation step. Second, due to the usage of the initial DSM, the method of handling occlusion in SGVLL was straight-forward but effective since it can remove most of themismatches caused by occlusion as shown in Section 3.3. Third, the experimental results in Section 3.4 demonstrated that the improved semi-global aggregation was also effective since the DSMs at both weak texture regions and slanted planes were improved significantly and robustly.
It can be seen from the results in Section 3.5 that the DSM quality generated by SGVLL achieved a performance very close to that by SURE, a successful software for DSM generation and 3D reconstruction. Based on the work of Haala [35] , it was adequate to use the DSM generated by SURE as the state-of-the-art performance. In addition, the experiments included visual comparison and quantitative assessment using the reference data while the testing datasets included built-up urban area and semi-rural area at undulating terrain. Quantitative assessment showed that SGVLL performed better than SURE in Wuhan University site but worse than SURE in the other two sites. This might be caused by the resolution of reference data. For Wuhan University site, the reference data was a DSM with a GSD of 1 meter, thus the reference data had a lower resolution (GSD) than the generated DSMs by SGVLL and SURE. However, DSMs which had the same GSD with the generated DSMs by SGVLL and SURE, were used as reference data for the other two sites. SGVLL cannot reconstruct some details, thus decreased the accuracy when the reference data hold these details. However, the success in Wuhan University of SGVLL suggested that SGVLL could generate a more accurate DSM than SURE when the required resolution of DSM was lower. In summary, the experimental results in Section 3.5 can draw a general conclusion that the proposed SGVLL achieves performance very close to the state-of-the-art.
As shown in Section 3.5, the proposed SGVLL requires less time for processing because it directly generates DSM by multi-view matching while SURE requires binocular stereo matching, disparity map fusion, point cloud merging, and DSM interpolation. Moreover, the processing unit of binocular stereo matching is photo-space-based stereo model, which leads to computational redundancy. For example, regarding the experimental data of Wuhan University, 41 valid stereo models were generated by SURE and semi-global optimization was employed for 82 times since "Left-Right-Check" strategy was included in the binocular stereo matching. However, SGVLL needs only twice semi-global optimization in object space. In fact, although the current program of SGVLL has not been fully optimized, the time consumption was far less than SURE.
Limitations of the Proposed Method
According to the experimental results, SGVLL tended to generate an over-smooth DSM, on which some details disappeared. The reason included two aspects: first, we had used a strong smoothness constraint (by setting P 2 as a large value) in SGVLL to keep the DSM from outliers; second, SGVLL cannot reconstruct objects which had a size of GSD or even smaller because a regular grid was pre-set based on GSD. Besides, as shown in Figure 17 , the usage of true-orthophoto in SGVLL did not completely solve the problem in large-area regions with weak texture.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel DSM generation approach called the SGVLL, which implements multi-view stereo matching directly in the object space. Compared with the photo-space based DSM generation methods, SGVLL is simpler and reduces computational redundancy significantly. Compared with the standard VLL, SGVLL can obtain a much superior DSM effectively and robustly with the improvements including an elevation-step-robust cost calculation with handling occlusion and an improved semi-global aggregation with guidance of true-orthophoto. Experimental results demonstrate that all of the proposed improvements are effective and SGVLL achieves performance very close to the state-of-the-art with much less time consumption.
In the future work, a method for regaining more details, such as the coarse-to-fine strategy, is needed to be investigated and employed in SGVLL. Besides, how to extract an accurate DSM for large-area regions with weak texture is worth further study.
